
Open Access Repository Junction

Enabling deposit in multiple  
repositories 

Broker connects content providers with  •	
repositories
A single deposit can be passed to multiple  •	
locations
Content providers deposit package into  •	
Broker ‘escrow’ repository
Broker handles all SWORD configuration &  •	
authorisation problems
Passes content to repositories in a package  •	
format they understand
Adheres to the concept ‘Be liberal in what you  •	
receive and conservative in what you give out’

Junction identifies where to  
deposit

Junction is used by broker and any interested •	
3rd parties to work out where is appropriate to 
deposit
Inputs data from multiple sources, like Open-•	
DOAR and ROAR, to match organisations to  
repositories
A simple API is offered to allow a m2m  •	
interface which enables 3rd party deposit 
tools to query the ‘doscover’ data.
Query parameters include Location,  •	
Repository type and Content type.

How will it help? 

Currently multiple-authored journal articles are deposited singly in either an  
institutional, funder or subject-based repository. We are:
identifying situations where multiple deposit is both beneficial and possible,•	
developing mechanisms to enable multiple deposit, and then•	
testing them under real-life conditions.•	

Who will benefit? 
 
We are primarily focusing activities on three main use cases:

The role of the 1. research funding body in the scholarly communication chain as a 
driver for open access content. The deposit broker assists the principal  
investigator to deposit in all the appropriate locations. After successfully authoring a 
journal article a principle investigator is often required to deposit the paper in  
multiple places due to finders or institutional mandates. We will be working with the 
UK Pubmed central to deposit content from their subject repository directly into  
insititutional repositories.
The role of the 2. publisher in the scholarly communication chain as a primary source 
of open access content. The project will build and test a mechanism for Journal  
Publishers to send content directly to institutional repositories. By proactively  
becoming a source of open access content journal publishers can gain control over 
which versions are deposited in repositories and also importantly the timing of the 
deposit.
Third-party 3. deposit-tools are becoming an increasingly attractive way to encourage self-
deposit, and the middleware we develop will enable those tools to identify target repositories 
automatically. 
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The approach 
 
To achive these aims the tools we develop 
will have to offer two necessary functions 
- the ability to discover target repositories 
and the ability to deliver content to them.

To realise the discovery role the project will 
design a junction tool to identify deposit 
targets. The junction will use a number of 
data of data sources and mechanisms will 
deduce which repositories are associated 
with an item. This information will be made 
accessible in a format that can easily be 
adopted by other service providers and  
interested parties. 

To address the delivery role we will develop 
a standalone broker which will enable  
content providers to deposit materials with 
multiple recipients. Without a broker, each  
depositor would need to maintain  
credentials and a working agreement with 
each possible target - a system that simple 
cannot scale. Using a broker aids depositors 
and recipients because the various parties 
only need to establish their own credentials 
with the broker and trust the broker to  
handle all the technical issues for 
communication.
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